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Abstract. The paper studies the family of L.LP(k) grammars introduced by Lomet. Two new 
grammatical characterizations for this class are presented. The first one shovt 5that these grammars 
form an extension of strict deterministic grammars, in particular, any strict deterministic grammar 
is an LLP(O) one, LLP(k) grammars hare with this subclass many important mathematical 
properties. The second characterization proves LLk(Cc) gram-nars to be a natural cross between 
LL(k) and LR(R) 1 5nraars. Relationships between corresponding families of languages are also8 
investigated. 
la lhtrduction 
For practical compiler construction, the mixed top-down-bottom-up parsing 
striitegies seem to be most convenient from the semantical point: of view [2,1X$ 
The LLP(k) parsing technique developed by Lomet [14] ranks among these 
methods. However, its implementation has revealed some seriou; problems. Due 
to the complicated definition of LLP(L) grammars there has been only a little 
knowledge about their structure. Another problem encountered ia practice was 
represented by the: enorm,ous ize of the generated parser. 
The present papIer is the first of a series of two reporting on our solution of the 
problems mentioned above. Its purpose is to present and utilize two new characteriz- 
ations of LLP(k) g.rammars. In the sequel [1819 we study LLP(rC) parsers and show 
how to apply these theoretical results in order to obtain very small parsers. 
0ur first characterization relates LLP(K) grammars to the family of strict deter- 
miaistic grammars introduced by Harrison and Have1 [lo]. Such grammars are 
defined by means of so called strict partitions, the existence of which dt:pends in 
a simple way only on the productions of the grammar. We show that tl:!e notion 
of the strict partition can be extended to characterize the class of LLP(k) grammars. 
* The results reported are a portion of the author’s dissertation written at Charles University under 
the supervision of Dr. J. IW. A preliminary report on the topic of the paper was presented at the 6th 
International Symposium on Mathematical Poundations of Computer Science, Vysok6 Tatrug 1977. 
** Present address: Research Institute for Mathematical Machines, Loretanskt nfim. 3,118 55 Prague 
1, Czechoslovakia. 
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Thus these grammars may be viewed as a certain generalization of strict c@terminiS- 
tic grammars. The straightforward extension of the concept of stri~;ness that has 
been recently presented by Friede [3] does not lead to the result since the class of 
LI,P(k) grammars properly contains partitioned LL(k) grammars corsidered there. 
In [ l&l l& important properties of strict deterministic grammars ( oncerning the 
structure of derivations were proved. We show that a similar structure is shared 
by LIP(k) grammars. We also investigate LLP(0) languages proving them to 
coincide with strict deterministic ones. 
Unlike the former characterization of LLP(k) grammars, the latier one we give 
is not of finite nature, It represents a property of an infinite set of derivations very 
similar to thBse charac_terizing two well-known classes of grammars, namely, LL(k) 
grammars [19], and LR(R) grammars [4,12]. As a consequence, we obtain that 
LLP(R) grammars form a natural cross between these two grammar families. 
Finally, we study LLP(k) grammars in Greibach Normal Form [S]. For the first 
time, a rigorous mathematical proof is presented showing that LLP almd LR 
languages coincide. This confirms the original claim of Lomet [14] that any deter- 
ministic context-,free language [‘?I is LLP parsable. 
Related results comparing various classes of deterministic grammars and families 
of languages generateId by them appear in the forthcoming work [16]. 
We shall use familiar terminology of formal languages and parsing (see [I, 91 for 
the details). The most important notational conventions are listed below. 
A context-free grammar (abbreviated1 a CFG) is a quadruple G -= (?+I, T? P, S) 
where N and T are disjoint alphabets called the nonterminal alphabet and the 
terminal alphabet, respectively, S E N is an initial symbol, P is a finite subset of 
lV’ x (rV v T)* called the set of product!ords. As usua!, we write A + a! is in P :instead 
of (A,+P. 
Hereafter V will always denote the set V = N u T. We define the relation 
--X, cr ‘i/* x V* as follows. For any cy, /3 E V*, a + 6 iff a! = QQAQ, p = cy1ycy2, A + y 
is in P for some A EN, cyl, cy2, y E V*. If morewder cy1 F T* ((Y:;E T*) we write 
cy +_ p (LY =& p). Transitive and reflexive-transitive closures of these relations are 
denoted as usualE 
The CFG G is said to be reduced iff either P = 0 or for any A EN we have 
S+*cvAp+*wforsomea,pcV*andwET *. The language generated by G is 
the set L(G) = {w E T* IS =+* w}. Let I, c: T*, let Y be a pro:perty related to 
grammars. The l;l,rguage 15 is called a Y language iff L = L(G) flor some CFG G 
with property Y. Throughout he paper we assume all the grammars under consider- 
ation to generate nonempty languages. 
’ Let a, P E V** Then lg(cu) denotes the lertgth of the word cy, and A denotes the 
empt.y word. For any nonnegative integer k we define 
(k) a = p iff lg(@) = min(lg(a), k) 
and ey = ij’y for some y E V*. 
Furthermore we dI:iine T*k = {w E T* Ilg(w) s kj. 
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The following operations relate to derivations in G. For any A EN, cy E ‘V* we 
define 
FIRST&) = {u E T*’ In +* w for some w E T* ar d (% = u!, 
FOLLOWkt 4) = {u E T*k 1 S +* a14p for some a, p E V* 
and u E :FIRSTk (0)). 
P(k) grammars 
The concept of an LLP(k) grammar [14] is central to this paper. The most 
essential feature of these grammars consists in the fact that they are defined af; 
grammars admitting the given parsing algorithm. Therefore we begin with some 
ideas concerning the parser construction. 
Definition 2.11. Let G = (N, TY, P, S) be a CFG, k 2 0. A purse point is an expression 
(A + cu.& u) where A E N, cy, /3 E V*, A + cwp’ is in P arrd u E FOLLOW,&A). Such 
a parse point is called initial if cy = A. Any set of parse points is called a parse set., 
The P,LP(k) parser is in fact a pushdown-like automaton witk the pushdowsn 
alphabet formed by some parse sets, and possessing some mechanism for looking 
ahead at the next k terminal symbq!s to be read. The key difficulty in the definiti0.n 
lies in the specification of which parse sets -we need for the parser construction. 
We now present an algorithm for building these sets. 
Algorithm 2.1. Input : A CFG G = (N, T, P, S), k 2 0. 
Out 
R 
ut: CO(G, k), th,e collection of parse sets for G. 
Met od: The given gram,mar is extended by an additional production S’ + S 
where S’ is a new symbol not included in V. Initially let CO(G, k) be empty. 
Step 1. Place the set &={(S + .S, A)} intai CO(G, k) as an unmarked parse set. 
Step 2. If a parse set R E CO(G, k) is unmarked, then the: following actions are 
performed. 
(a) Compute for each symbol X E V the parse set 
GOT3(R, X) = {(A + cwX$, u) 1 (A + a.Xfi, u) E R for so,nc: cy, p E V*,. 
A E ,Y u(S), and u E FOLLOWS}. 
If GOTO(R, X) is nonempty, then place it into CO(G, k) as an b;iil:arked set if it 
is not already there. 
(b) Compute for each word w E T*k the parse set 
CALL& w)={(B+.y, v)~(A+ar.B,B, zr)~R, B+ y is in kD, 
w E FIRSTk (&#u), v E FIltES’h;k i&z) for some 
I3 E N, A E N L: {S“), ar, & y E V”, and 
u E FOLLOWk (A)). 
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If CALL(R, w) is nonempty, then place it into CO@, k) as an unmarked set if it 
is not cr;ready there. 
(6) Finally, mark the parse set R. 
S&II 3. Repeat Step 2 until all parse sets included in CO(G, k) are mark.ed. 
It is cla,ar that Algorithm 2.1 always halts since for given grammay G and k th.e 
number of all parse sets is finite. 
We now work out an example. The grammar below will serve uj as a running 
example to explain the notions being introduced. 
mpiie 2.1. Let k = 1, consider the CFG G = ({S, A, 3, D), {a, b, e k, P, S) where 





Next we list the collection of parse sets CO(G, 1) generated by Algorithm 2.1.: 
Ro = uo = {(S-B .s, A)}, 
RI = GOTO(Ro, S) = {(S'+ S., A)}, 
IQ‘:! = CALL(Ro, b) = {(S-, .bAa, A) = CALL&, a), 
(S + .bB, A\ 
(S+.aB,.A) 
(S -) .aD, 41, 
R3 = GOTO(R2, b) == {(S + b.Aa, A) 
(S+ b.B, A)], 
Rd = GOTO(R2, a) = {(S + a.B, A) 
(S + a.D, 41, 
& = GOTO(R3, A) = {S + bA.a, A)}, 
R6 = GOTO(R3, B) = {(S -) bB., A)}, 
R7 = CALL(R3, b) = {(A + .b, a) 
(B + .b, A)}, 
Rq = GOTO(R4, B) = {(S-i) aB., A)}, 
Rg = GOTO(R4, D) = {(S -) a-D., A)}, 
RIO = CALL(R4, b) = {( 
(D + . hc, A)), 
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R11 = GOTO(R5, a) = {(S + b/la., A)}, 
Rlz = GOTO(R7, b) = {(A + b., a) 
iB + b., 41, 
Rl3 = GOTO(Rm, b) = {(B + b., A) 
(D + b.c, /I)}, 
R14 = GOTO(R13, c) = ((D + bc., A)}. 
The actions of the LLP(k) parser [14,18] are derived from the parse set R on 
the top of the pushdown store and from the portion w of the input string looked 
ahead. When we have a parse point (A + CU./~, U) in R such that w E FIRST&u), 
ihe type of the action to be made next depends on the first symbol of the word p. 
Pn order the parser be deterministic we wish the actirJ,ns defined by any two parse 
points within a parse set not conflict. This leads to the following definition.’ 
Definition 2.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, R: 2 Cj. G is said to be an LLP (k) 
grammar iff for any parse set R E CO(G, k) and any A, A’ E NY, CT’, d, 8, 0’ E V*, 
u EFOLLOW~(A) and z&FOLLOWk(A’), if 
(A + a.& u), (A’-, d.@‘, u’) E R, and FIRSTk (pu) f? FIRSTk (p’u’) # (b, 
then either 
(i) both & p’ are in TV*, or 
(ii) both p: p’ are in NV*, or 
(iii) P=p’=A and (A-m)=(A’+cu’). 
INote. There are pathological cases in which Algorithm 2.1 may produce some 
parse sets never used by the parser in the course of parsing words over the terminal 
alphabet. However, any such set forms a subset of some pars2 set essential for 
parsing. Thus consulting essential sets only one gets the same family of grammars. 
We return to this point in [18], giving formal proofs and showing how to construct 
,ollections without superfluous ets. 
Our next aim is to establish sane basic Groperties of the cohections generated 
by Algorithm 2.1. First we introduce a convenient concept. 
Definition 2.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be i; CFG, k, n 2 0, R a parse set. A sequence 
R 0, . . . , R, of parse sets is called a creating xquewe for R iff Ro = U. = {(S’ + .S, A )}, 
R,=R,andfori=O,...,n-lwehaveeither 
R +I= GClTO(Ri, Xi) for some 14 E V, or 
R i+l:= CALL(Ri, wi) for some w,i E. T”” ‘. 
’ We use a notation slightly different from fl43 leaving oMt the concept of left local precedence 
relations. In fact, the fcrrmal contents of the definition remains the same. 
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Clearly any parse set involved in the collection CO(G, k) is nonempty and has 
at least one creating sequence. The converse is, true as well. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k :a 0, R a nonempty pai se set. If there 
is some creating sequence for R, then R E CQ(G, k). 
roof. Let RO, . . . , R, be a creating sequence for R. Then Ri # 0 for 0 s i s n. We 
proceed by induction on n. 
Basis: n = 0. is true by Step 1 of Algorithm 2.1. 
Induction step: n > 0. Assume that the lemma 5s true for all parse sets with 
creating sequences of Length ~;t - 1. Hence R,- 1 is contained in CO<G, k), and it 
appears once unmarked. Since by Step 3 any unmarked set is used in Step 2, we 
c:onc;:lude that R, E CO(G, k). 
The final lemma of this section notices the 
the same pars3 set relate to each other. 
way in which two parse points included 
H_mrma 2.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, k 20, R E CO(G, k). Suppose there are 
some parse points (Ai + ai.Pi, ui j, i = 1,2, included in R. 7hen cyl= CY~. 
Proof. Let Ro, . . . , I?, be a cresting sequence for R. The argument is an induction 
on n. 
Basis: n = 0. By construction, Uo is a singleton: 
Induction step: n > 0. Assume the lemma true for all parse sets with a creating 
sequence of length n -- 1. 
Cuse 1. R, = GOTO(R, -1, X) for some X E V. Then icxi = YiX for some yi E V”, 
i = 1,2, and we have (Ai + yi.Xp, ui) E R,,-1, i = 1,2. Sincbe tne induction hypothesis 
implies y1 = 79, we obtain &yl = cy2. 
Case 2. R, = CALL(R,-1, w) for some w E T*! By construction, R, contains 
merely initial parse points. Hence cyl = cy2 = A. 
aracterizatims of LLP(k) grammars 
This section is devoted to the presentation of two new grammatical characteriz- 
ations for the class of LLP(k) grammars. The former one will be base 
finite objects called weak partitions while the latter will. inspect an inFnite number 
of leftmost derivations. 
Let us consider a procedure testing the LLP(k) property in accordance with 
Defini~tion 2.2. The test ip by no means trivial since the number of parse sets created 
by Alii!orithm 2.1 can grow exponentially with respect o the number o 
in the grammar. We shallt present a more direct description of LLP#J grammars 
which cEeals with productions rather than with collections of parse sets. Qur basic 
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idea is to show that these grammars form in some sense an e&nsion of strict 
deterministic grammars [‘IO]. 
VVe do need to recall several definitions concerning the concept of strictness. 
Let X be a set. A weak partition of X is a set v of nonempty 
subsets of X with the property that for any y E X there is so~ra~ Y E 7t such that 
y E Y. The members of w will be referred as blocks of 7~. 
For x, y E X we write x = y (mod w) iff x E Y and y E Y for some block Y of 71= 
Inmost cases, the weak partition rr will be clear from the context and we shall 
write simply x t=, y instead of x = y (mod w). 
A weak partition v of X is called a partition of X iff its blocks are Tairwise disjoint. 
Defimitim 3.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a CFG, w a partition of K Such a partition 
is called strict iff T forms a block of V, and for any A, A’E N, cy, p, 0% V*, if 
A + CR& A’ + crp’ are in P, and A = A’ (mod v), then either 
(i) both 0, /3’ # A and “‘p = (‘j/3’ (mod v), or 
(ii) p =@‘=A and A =A’. 
The grammar G is called strict deterministic iff there exists some strict partition 7r 
of V: 
Next we generalize the notion of the strict partition (compare [3]) to be able to 
chlaracterize LLP( k) grammars. Since the grammars in question require that a 
lookahead of length k must be examined, for any CFG G and k 2: 0 ave shall study 
the set 
M,JG) = ((A:\, U) IA EN and u E FOLLOW&U}. 
The fundamental objects of our theory will be the weak partitions of the above set. 
Now we introduce the pr;ncipal theoretical concept of this paper. 
Definition 3.3. Let $3 = (N, T, ; I, 5) be a CFG, k 2 0, T a weak partition of Mk (G). 
Such a weak partition is called admissible iff for any (A, u), (A’, u’) E h&(G), cy, p, 
#‘E t’“, if A + a& A’-+ CY@ are in P, (A, u) = (A’, u’) (mod n), and 
FIRST&u) nFIRST@‘u’) # 8, 
then either 
(i) both /3, p’ are in TV*, or 
(ii) fi = CT, 0 = C’y’ for some t’, Cc’ E N, ly, y’ E V* and for all z E FIRST&& 
Z’E FIRST&u’) *we have (C, z) = (C’, z’), or 
(ii;) fl =: /3’ = ~1 and A = A’. 
Let us recall our running example to illustrate the new concept. 
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pie 3.1. It is not difficult to verify that for the grcmmar G from Example 
2:.1, with k = 1, the weak partition ?z defined below f3rms an adrniqsible weak 
rllareition. 
,a partial instz=nce of the verification (a! = b) is shown in Table :. Note that v has 
only one block, i.e. any two elements of Ml(G) are in relation = (mod 7~). 
We now wish to show that the class of LLP(k) grammars can be characterized 
by the existence of some admissible weak partition. Knowing this the complexity 
of the test for LLP(k )-,KGS will. be substantially reduced. Cleariy it is slafficient o 
clonsider blocks of cardinality at most two. Thus the number of comparisons 
necessary to test a grammar for an admissible weak partition2 is a polynomial of 
degree two with respect to the number of productions and the cardinality of the 
zet M,(G). 
As a part of our ta:;k we need to construct, for any LLP(R) grammar, an admissible 
Iweak partition. The following definition using sets of initial parse points was 
! iuggcsted by Lomet. 
gr(R) 
Let G = (N, T, P, SI be a CFG, k ~4, R a parse set. We define 
= {[A, u) 1 (A + a.~?, JJ) is a parse point in R}, 
WP(G, k) == {gr(R) # 01 R = CAWR', W) 
for some R’dO(G, k), w E T*lk}. 
The example below may be help:ful in explaining the construction. 
le 3.2. Again, consider k = I, G and CO(G, 1) as in Example 2,l. The parse 
sets we next list have to be consulted for building the weak partition WP(G, 1). 
2 We do not present the test here since it directly parallels the test for a strict partition (cf. [lo, 
Algorithm I]). Similarly, an explanation how a grammar can fail to have an admissible weak partition 
is easily derivable from [ lfl]. 
4 
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R2 = CALL(Ro, 6) = {(S + .bAa, 11) 
(S+.bB,A) 
(S + .aB, 14) 
(S + l aD, A)}, 
R7 =CALL(R3,b)=((A+.b,a) 
(B + .h A)}, 
RIO= CALL(R,+, b) = {(B + .b, A) 
(D + .bc, A)}. 
Consequentkf we obtain 
WWG 1) = MS, A)), {(A, a), (B, A91, W, 4 CD, A9H. 
We now turn to verify that our candidate for :;tn admissible weak partition satisfies 
the desired properties. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced LLP(k) ,grammar, k 2 0. T?zerr. 
WP( G, k) is an admissible weak partition of Mk (G). 
Proof. First let us show that WP(G, k) is a weak partition of Mk(G). Let A E NY 
u EFOLLOW~(A), i.e. for some (~1, CYZE V* v’e have 
S +* arlAar2 and u E FIRST&Q). 
Since G is reduced, there are YE 20, w E T* ani /3 E V* such that 
S +L wAfi and u E FIRST&). (19 
We claim that there is a block of WP(G, k) co?ltaining (A, u). The argument is an 
induction on IKE. 
Basis : YE = 0. Then A = S, u = A. Since G is reduced and L(G) # 4) (global 
assumption), we have S-, y E P and v E FIR:liTk(S) for some y E V*, v E T*k. 
Therefore the set CALL{ UQ, v) contains the parse point (S + .y, A). 
I~zduction step: )z > 0. Assume the claim to be true for all derivations of the form 
(1) shorter than n. We can write 
and 
u E FIR?&(&ul) 
for some m <n, B EN, u1 E FIRS?“&), wI, wpz T* and (Y, &, P2c V*. By the 
induction hypothesis, there are R, R’ E CO(G, k& v E T* such that (B, ~1) E gr(R) 
and R = CALL(R’, v). Since B + ~A/32 is in P, the parse point (B -* .aA&, uj) is 
included in R, Let a! = X1 l ~X,forsomer~O,X&J,l~i~r.DefineR~~= 
RI+1 = GOTO(RI, Xi+l), 0 6 i s r - 1. (2) 
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By the definition of GOTO we obtain 
Consecluently (A, u) is an element of the set gr(CALL[R, 01)) foi some 01 E 
FlRSTk(,Q32~1). By Lemma 2.1, R,E CO(G, k) which completes the Jroof of the 
claim. 
Now we are going to prove thilt WP(G, k) It; admissible. Let (~4, N), (A’, u’) E 
&(G), (Y, 113, @E V*, A + a/3, A’ -* a@’ E P, w E T*k and assume that 
H: E FIRST&u) n FIRS& (p’u’) and (A, u) = (A’, u’) (mod WP(G, k)). 
Then both (A, u) and (A’, u’) are involved in so,me set g(R) where R = 
CAL,L(R’, w’j for some R, R’ E CO(G, k), w’ E T*“. This implies 
(A-1 +.a& u), (A’-* .cY/~‘, u’) E R. 
Let r = lg(a)p a =x: l l l Xl for some Xi E V, 1 s i :g r, construct the parse set R, 
exactly as in :,2). Then we have 
(A + a.@, zi), (A’-, (Y.@, u’) E R, and R, 5: CO(G, k). 
Since CG is LLP(k), we conclude that either 
(I) both p, p’ are in TV*, ox 
(ii) both p, /3’ are in NV”, OF 
(iii) p=p’=AandA=A’. 
Let p = C’y, p’ = C’y’ for some C, C’ E N, ‘y, .y’ E V* and choose some z E 
T’IRST&u), z’ E FIRST&‘u’). We obtain 
(C, z), (C’, 9) E gr(CALL(R, w)). 
Wow R, E CO(G, k) implies (C, z) = (C’, z’) (mod WP(G, k)), 
In order to prove that the: existence of an admi&ble weak partition guarantees 
the underlying grammar to be LLP(k), we need some knowledge about derivations 
in the grammar. First we extend the properties of admissible weak partitions from 
productions to certain leftmost derivations.3 
Lqnma 3.1. Let 15 =: (N, T, P, S) be a reduced CFG, k, n 2 3, r an admissible weL:k 
partition of M&G), (A, u), (A’, u’) E Mk(G), CY, p, p’ E V*. If A =+L orj3, A’ =+L afi ‘, 
(A, u+ (A’, u’) and 
FIRSTk (pu ) n FIRSTk (/3’u’) + 8, 
3 The lemma directly generalizes Lemma 2.2 from [lo]. We present its proof in full length since in 
[lo] a small omission appears. Namely, to derive Case 1 of the proof it is necessary to consult o lr 
Claim 1. A. +ated result tb also stated in [3], however, the same emission can be found there. 
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then either 
(i) both /3, p’ are in TV”, or 
(ii) p = CT, p’ = C’y’ for some C, 42’ E n’, y, 1” E V* and IFor all z E FIRSTk (yu), 
z’ E FIRST,(y’u’) wz have (C, z) = (C’, z’), or 
(iii) @=P’=A andA=A’. 
Proof, The argument is an induction on n. 
Basis: n = 0. Then either lg(cr) = 0, i.e. QI =:A, /3 = A, /3’ = A’,, and (A, u)= 
(A’, u’) by our assumption, or lg(a) = 1, i.e. A = Q! = A’ and 13 = /3’ = A. 
Induction step: n > 0. Assume the assertion of !:he lemma is true for all derivations 
of length n - 1. We can write 
for some B, &YEN, w, W’E T* and PI, &, &,p$ E V*. Now we prove two claims; 
about these derivations from which the induction step will follow. 
Claim 1. lg(a) < lg( w j ifl lg(a J < lg( w ‘). 
Proof of fEs claim. By symmetry, it suffices to prove only one of the two implication:!; 
mentioned in the claim. Let lg(a) < l&(w), i.e. w := av for some v E T’. Assume for 
the sake of contradiction that lg(w’) G lg(cw ). Then a = w’z for some x cs T*, and 
rt@&u = zpu and &3iu’= zfi’u’. 
Therefore we have 
A a:-’ w’zvB&, A’ *E-l w’B’/3’a, 
and \ 
Since zv E T+, we conclude that zv.D& E a7/*. Now the induction hypothesis implies 
I!?‘pi E TV*, ZL contradiction to B’ E .M 
Claim ‘L if lg(w) < lg(cr), then w = w’ and for all b E FIR.STE;@~~), * 6’ E 
FIRSTk ‘,@iu’) we have (B, b) = (B’, 6’) (mod w). 
Pmof of the claim. By Claim 1, if lg(w) s lg(a), then one ‘of the words w, w’ is a 
prefix of the other. Without loss of generality we ma:!’ assume w = w’z for some 
z E T*. We also know that QC = w6 for some S E V? This implies 
z&&u =&flu and ,&&u’= z6#3’u’. 
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Since G is reduced, we obtain 
FIRSTk(zB&u)nFIRSTk(B’#3;u’) $0. 
Thus from the indllction hypothesis it follows that z@3i E NV*. E Ience z = A, 
tv = w’, and the inductiion hypothesis implies the remaining part ot the claim. 
Now we a~ able to con&& the proof of the lemma. Without loss of generality 
we c;5Ln aswme that 1.&32) Gl&3;). We divide the proof into three cases. 
&se 1. 0 G lg(cu) (= lg(w). Then Claim 1 implies !g(a) C lg(w’). IIen:e both p, p’ 
are in TV*. 
&se 2. lg( IV) s lg(cu ) < lg( w&). In other words, we have cy = wy 1 and & = y1 C’y2 
for some C E V, acl, 79 E V*. Siwe w = w’ (Claim 2), ?.y our assumption lg(&) < 
lg(&), we can write also & = y*C’y; for some C’ G V, y; E tir* (see Fig. 1). 
Consequently, for some b E FZRSTk(,&~), b’e PiRSTk(piu’j we have 
FIRST&Yy&) rNIR.ST4(C’y;6’) #p). 
Fig. 1. 
Applying Claim 2 we sbtain (B, Q) = (B’, b’j. Since B + ylCyz9 B’ -+ y&‘yi are in 
P, i .nd the weak partition rr is aidmissible (Definition 3.3(i), (ii)), the symbols C, 
C’ are both either terminals or nonterminals. If C, C’ E N, choose some z E 
FIR.S?‘I,(Y~&U)‘, z’E.~;‘IRST~(~$~~U’). Then there are words ~EFIRST#&, 
LJ’ E FIFISTk (p ‘1 u ‘) such that L: E FIRSTk (724 and z ’ E FIRST k (rid’). Again Claim 
2 implies (B, (d) = (B’, d’). Hence (C, z) = (C’, t’) by the admissibility of z 
(Definition 3.31(ii)). 
Crcse 3, lg( wt&) =G &(a) s !g( w&PI). Then CY = wpzs1: fo: some 81 E ‘I/* and Cl&m 
2 again implies, #J = w’. In addition, from our assumption lg(&) s lg(&) we obtain 
8; == p& for so-.-* UC 9’2 E V* (see r(‘ig. 2). Since G is <educed (Si =$! v for some 
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Fig. 2. 
v E T”), we conclude that 
Thus there are words b E FIRST&u), bk FIRSt,@iu’) such that b E 
FIRST&b’). The admissibility of v (Definition 3.3(iii)) together with B + /3zs 
B’+fi2S2 E pY and (B, 6)s (B’, b’) forced by Claim 2, imply 82 = A, B = B’. Thus 
WB = w’B’, and we have 
Now the result follows from the induction hypothesis. 
Our next strategy will be as follows. We shall consider certain pairs of leftmost 
derivations from the initial symbol of equal length. As an intermediate step in the 
proof we show some conditions imposed on these derivations to characterize the 
LLP(k)-ness of tiie grammar in question. 
Using this approach we obtain the main resu!t of the paper. 
Theorem 3.2, Let G = (IV, T’, P, S) be a reduced CFG9 k =Z 0. The following three 
staiements are equivalenu; 
(a) G is an LLP(k) grammar, 
(b) there exists an admissible weak partition ‘IT of Mk (G), 
(c) for any n 2 0, A, A’E N, tx, p, 13’, y, *yk V*, w E T*, if 
and 
FIRSTk (p y? n FIRSTk (P’ y’) # 8, 
then either 
(i) hth fl, Jil’ ure in TV*, or 
(ii) both /3, /Y are in NV*, or 
(iii) p = p’ = A and A = A’. 
roof. (a) -9 (b). This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
(b) + (c). Let 7r be an admissible weak partition of Mk (G), consider the derivations 
mentioned in (c). Since G is reduced, we have 
FIR%Tk (A y) r’ lFIRSTk (A’+) # 8. 
Moreover, there are u E FIRST&), U’ E FIRST&‘) such that 
FIRET&~u) n FIRSTk(P’u’) # 0. 
Thus Lemma 3.1 implies (.A, u) = (A’, u’). Since both A + arg, A’-, a@’ are in P, 
the assertion ic) follows from the admissibility of the weak partition m. 
(c) + (a). Assume the sondition (c) to be satisfied. We shall show that any parse 
set R E CO(G, k) possesses the properties described by Definition 2.2. Clearly it 
is sufficient o consider4 18 f h/o, R # GOTO( Uo, S), because these sets are single- 
tons. Let (A, u), (A’, u’) .z hlk (G), a, a’, p, 6% V*, and suppose that 
(A + ar.p, u), (A'+ d/Y, u’) E 
By 
for some n 20, tv F T*, y, y’ E V* we have 
(5 +E WAY an:.l u 6: FIRST&), 
S =$ ,pl.‘y’ and u’ E FIRST&‘). 
Let Ho, . R, be crezting sequence for R. We prove this claim by an induction 
on m. Note that m 2 1 in this case. 
Bass’s: m - 1. Then A! = CALL( UO, U) for some tr E T*‘. IIence A = S = A’, 
u = u’ =A,andS&_S. 
Induction step: m > I. Assume the claim to ble trime for all parse sets with a 
creating sequence of length m - 1. We must consider two casts. 
&se 1. R,, = GOTOF&+ X) for some X E K Then cy = cvlX for some LYE V* 
and we have 
(A + a>.Xp, u), (A’+ c~.Xfi’, u’) E R,.+ 
Thus the induction hypothesis implies the claim. 
G’zse 2, R,,, = CALL(R,-1, U) for some v G T*k. Then cy = A, and there are B, 
PEN, 81, s;, 82, s; G v* , it E FOLLQWk (Bj, z’ E FOLiOWk (B’) such that 
(B &.A&, (B’+ z’) I?,-+ 
Lemma it that - S’,. G reduced, have ~1 
some 2 ~1 T’“. the hypothesis conclude there 
’ Recall that UD = ((S’ -‘I .S, A)). 
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are j ~5 0, w2 E T*, 71, 7; E V* such that 
S~~wzBy1=32,w2~1A~2y~J~wzw1A~zyl, 
S +‘t w2B’y’l =$L w&A'&4 =& w2w1A’&y’r, 
u E FIRSTk(S2y1) and U’E FIRSTdSiy! le 
mis completes the proof of the claim and the theorem. 
We want to point out that the weakness of the partition, i.e. the possibility of 
overlapping blocks, is necessary in the theorem. If we have restricted ourselves to 
admissible partitions only, the theorem would fail. 
Let us illustrate the state of affairs by an example. 
Example 3.3. Consider the CFG 
tions 
S -+ aA, A+aA, 
S -* aB, B+aB, 
S+bB, B+bB, 
S-+bD, D+bD. 
G = ({S, A, B, D), (a, 3, c, d}, P, S) with produc- 
A+cd, 
B -3t d, 
D-W& 
Although G is an LLP{O) grammar, for any k :a 0, there is no adLlissible partition 
of Mk (G).Indeed, both FIRSTk (A) and FIRST:(B) contain a ‘, similarly FIRSTk (B) 
and FIRSTk(D) involve b”. Thus Definition 3.3 forces (A, A) = (B, A) and (B, A! = 
(D, A). l+Jow for any partition we must have (A, A) = (D, A). Howeyrer, the pair of 
productions A+ cd, D + cB violates the admissibility in this case since both 
FIRSTk (d) and FIRSTk (B) contain (‘Id. 
4. Strict deterministic and LLP(k) grammars 
By virtue of Theorem 3.2(b) LLP(k) grammars closely relate to the family of 
strict deterministic grammars, In. this section, we investigate these connections in 
greater detail. 
The following facts are direct consequences of Definition 3.3 and Theorem :i. 2 (b). 
Corollary 4.1. Let G =E (N, T, P, S) he a reduced CFG, k - 0. G is strict deterministic 
iff there is an admissible part&&z w (i.e. with bhks pairwise disjoint) of MO(G). 
Corollary 4.2. Any reduced strict deterministic grammar is LLP(0). 
Note that the above inchlsion is proper. Ry Corollary 4.1 the grammar G fl-om 
Example 3.3 is a reduced LLP(0) grammar whifizh is not strict deterministic. 
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Strict deterministic grammars possess some important properties concerning 
derivations r?nd derivation trees [ 10,111. As shown by Lemma 3.1) a: similar 
‘stfucfurc ef & arivations Y.; shared by LLP(K) grammars. We next pres ?nt two more 
results of this kind. It is worth noting that the proof techniquP:s i nilar to ones 
used in [lo] are no longer applicable in order to derive them. Indeed, for a weak 
partition ns the relation = (mod V) need not to be transitive 
The lemma below generalizes Theorem 2.3 from [la]. 
.I. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced CFG, k Z= 9, w an admissible weak 
partition of h&(G), A, B EN, p E v”, u E FOLLOWk@), and v E FIRST&u). 
Then A d Rp implies (A? u) + (B, u). 
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that (A, u) = (B, v). Clearly for some 
nal, b@ V* we have 
A & BP1 and v E FIRST&?lu). 
Since G is reduced, there are m 2 1, y E V* satisfying the following three conditions: 
(a) B =+r 7, (‘L\j y E TV* v(n), and (c) for all i < m, S E V*, if B + i 8, then S E NV*. 
It is obvious that there is at least one derivation with properties (a), (b). Then it 
suffices to choose one cf minimal length. To get our final contradiction two cases 
must be considered. 
Case I. m <p. Then for some Q! E NV* we have 
A =+;T: a +;--” Bp1, B*fffy, 
and 
Q) f FIRST,(yv) EFIRST~(BP~U) sFI:RSTk(au). 
Since CY E NV*, Lemma 3.1 implies y E NV* which contradicts our choice of the 
word ‘y (condition (b)). 
Case 2. yt a”: m. Then for some D E N, 6 E V* we can write 
and 
fl f FIRSTI, E FIRSTk(Bv) c_ FIRSTk(B&u). 
By Lernn~ 3.1, we have (B, v) = (D, z) for all 5 E FIRST&v). Consider a factoriz- 
ation y1 75 of the word ly such that 
for some rcs m - n. Let z E FIRSTk( y2;t)). Then z E FIRST@& and we obtaiin 
(B, u) = (D, z). We know that r 6 m -n <: m. Consequently we can write 
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for some cy E NV*. Applying Lemma 3.1 again we get y1 E NV*. Thus we would 
have y E NV*, a contradiction. 
e way the LLP(k) parsing algorithm is applied precludes left recursive gram- 
mars. However, no rigorous mathematical proof that LLP(k) grammars are free 
of left recursion has appeared till now. The result can be easily proved with the 
help of the previous lemma. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced CFG, k 2 0. Assume that A =$ ACU 
for some A EN, a! E V*. Then G is not LLP(k). 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.2(b) assume for the sake of contradiction that there is 
some admissible weak partition 7~ of n&(G). Since G is reduced, we have cy +*’ w 
for some w E T*. Define r = 1 if w = A, otherwise let 13 be the smallest integer 
such that lg(w”) > k Let u E FOLLOWk(A). Since we have A =$-+ Aw”, we obtain 
that (k)~ % is in FOLLOWk !i4). Applying Lemma 4.1 to this derivation we conclude 
that 
(A 9 (k)w~u) + (A, (k)w2nu). 
Thus the theorem will be proved if we show that ‘k)wn~ = (‘)w*%, 
Case 1. w =A. Then (k)wnU = w =(I’)w*%. 
Case 2. w # A. By our choice of the number n we have lg(w”) r k. Hence 
(k) w% = Hwn = (k)w*nU. 
Ey Corollary 4.2 we know that any strict deterministic language is an LL3(0) 
language. It is natural to ask whether the containment is proper. We now shov 
that this is not the case. 
Theorem 4.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced LLP(0) grammar. Then there is a 
strict deterministic grammar G’ = (N’, T, P’, S’) such that L(G) = L(G’). 
Ppoo?E. Define 
N’ = {(Y, A) 1 YE WP(G, 0) and (A, A) E Y}, S’ = ({S, 41, S). 
The set P’ is defined as follows. Let YE WP(G, 0), Y == g(R) for some R = 
CALL(R’. A), R, R’ E CO(G, 0), (Y, A) E N’, n 2 0, Xi E V, 12~ i s n. Define Ro = R, 
and 
R i+l= GOTO(Ri, Xi+l), 0 s i s n - 1. 
L IfA+X1 l . 9 X, is in P, then P’ contains the production (Y, A) + 2 L l l . Zn where 
Zi=XiifXiETandZi- (gr(CALL(&, A)), Xi) if Xi E N, 1s i c n. NO other produc- 
tions are in Pt. 
We have to verify that G’ obeys the reqxlested properties. First we introduce a 
convenient concept relating the symbols of V and V’ to each other. 
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Let us define a homomorphism h : V’* + V* as follows. 
h(a)=a forallaET, 
h((Y, A)) =A for all (Y, A)E N’. 
Claim. Let X E V’, w E T*. Then X =& w iff h(X) ~3% w. 
roof of the claim. (if) Let h(X) 3; w for some n 2 0. The argument is an 
induction on n. 
Basis: n = 6. Then X = h(X) E T and X = w. 
Induction step: n \ 0. Then h(X) E N and X = (Y, h(X)) for some ‘a’ E WP(G, 0) 
such that (h(X), A) E Y. Assume the claim true for all derivation; shorter than n. 
We ean write 
forsomem~O,n~~~n,X~~V,w~~T*,1~i~m,suchthatwr=w~~*~w,.Bythe 
definition of p’ there is a production X + 21 l l l Zm in P’ such that Xi = h(Zi), 
1 s i s m. Thus the induction hypothesis implies 
(only if) The proof is very similar to the (if) part and is left to the reader. 
From our claim it follows that L(G) = L(G’). We next construct a strict partition 
of V’. For any Y E WP(G, 0) we define 
& = {( Y, A) 1 (A, 4 E Yh ?r = {& 1 Y E WP(G, 0))~ (T). 
By construction, 7~ is a partition of V’. It remains to show that w is strict. Let 
{ Y, A), (Y’, A’) E N’, CY, p, /3’ E V’*, ( Y, A) + a/3, ( Y’, A’) =+ a/3’ are in Pv and assume 
that (Y, A)= (Y’, A’) (mod 7~). Hence Y = Y’ and (A, A), (A’, A)E Y. In other 
words we have 
(A, A) = (A’, A) (mod WP(G, 0)). 
We also know that A + h(a)h@), r4’ + h(a)h(P’) are in R Since G is LLP(O), the 
weak partition WP(G, 0) is admissible. Therefore we have either 
(i) both p, p’ are in TV’* (i.e. “‘#3 = (l)/3’ (mod r), or 
(ii) both p, /3’ are in N’ VI*, or 
(iii) p = @’ = II an3 A = A’ (i.e. (Y, A) = (Y, A’)). 
Let P = (Z C)y, P’ = (Z’, 47)~’ for some (2, C), (Z’, C’)E NV, y, yv E V’*. By the 
definition of P’ we Obtain 
i.e. (Z, C) = (Z’, C”j (mod 7r). 
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orollary .3. ‘Fhe classes of LLP(0) and strict deterministic languages coincide. 
The following example illustrates the theorem. 
Example 4.1. Consider the grammar G from Example 3.3. IJsing Algorithm 2.1 
one gets the following blocks of WP(G, 0). 
Yo = {(S, A)), YI = {(A, 4, (B, A)), 
Y2 = WA, P, 41, Y3 = rl(B, ~)I. 










Finally, we present the strict partition 7r obtained in the theorem. 
rr = {(( 1'0, S)MYl, A.), Wl,BMW2,B), W2,D)hW3, WI, h h G 4h 
It is easy to see that the strict deterministic grammar G’ constructed in Theorelm 
42 is structurally equivalent to the original LL,P(O) grammar 6, In addition, the 
noldes of any two parse trees corresponding to each other are labelled in accordance 
with the homomorphism h. Thus one can easily recuperate any parse for a word 
w in L(G) from a parse of w with respect to G’. Cover results oi this kind further 
ge~~~ralized for lookahead of arbitrary length can be found in [16]. 
5. Comparison wi 
The purpose of this final section is to establish a relationship between LLP(k) 
grammars and two otlher well-known families of grammars parsable deterministi- 
tally, namely, LL(R) and LR(k) grammars. The Z;igument used will be Theorem 
3,2(c) that ranks LLP(R) grammars in a very natural way into the hierarchy of 
grammars exploiting lookahead for deterministic parsing. 
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We first define the classes of grammars to b,e dealt with. 
on 5.1. ([19]). Let G = (N, T, P; S) be a CFG, k Z= 0. G is cAled an LL(k) 
grammar iff for all A EN, w E T’, CY, pi, y E V*, if 
. 
S =$ WACY a W@Y, 5 *; M’AQ! =si wyl!, 
and 
then /3 = y. 
Definition 5.2 ([4]). Let G = (N, T, S) be a CFG, k 3 0. G is ca, [led an LR(k) 
grammar iff S =$ S is impossible and for all A, A” E N, cy, (Y’, P, /3’, y E V*, W, w), 
x~T*,if 
S a;FR cuAw +, (Y~HJ = yw, 
S +iff ti’A’x =$R (r’p’x = yw’ and (%v = ?v’, 
then (A --, p) = (A’ + p’) and lg(@) = lg(a!‘p’). 
Tixier [20] showed that U(k) grammars can be parsed using single $xit transition 
diagrams. Since LLP(k) :grammars are in a strong correspondence with multiple 
exit diagram systems [14,15], the latter family should contain the former. We are 
now ready to give a formal proof of this assertion. 
heorem 5.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced L&(k) grammar, k 30. Then G is 
an LLP(k) grammar. 
The following claim extends the LL(k) property to certain leftmost deriva- 
tions. 
Claim. Let n 3 0, w E T*, p, y E V*. If S &’ w/3, S *z wy and 
FIRSTk (/3! n FIRSTk (y ) # 8, 
then p = y. 
c ~?aim. For some pi, yi E V”, 0 G i G n, we can write 
Assume for the sa e of contradiction that pi $ yi for some & 0 s i G n. Let ,I: be the 
smallest integer such that pi # yp Since S-z= PO = yo, we have j > 0 and we ca.n write 
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for some A EN, V, u E T*, CY, 61, 6; E V*. Then the LL(k) condition implies 81 = S’,. 
Thus we would have pi = 7i9 ii contradiction. 
We prove the theorem by verifying the assumptions of Theorem 3.2(c). Let A, 
A’ E It3 +v E T*, CY,,& p”, y, y’ E V*, and suppose that 
S ++’ wAy aL w@y, S +;f. WA’+ 3a. wc$‘y”, 
FIRSTk (/3 y) c’\ FIRSTk (p’ y ‘) # 0. 
Since G is reduced, we obtain 
FIRSTk (c@ y) n FIRSTk (crp’ y’) # 8, (3) 
FIRST@yj A FIRS’&(A y’) Z 8. (4) 
Due to (4) our claim implies A = A’ and y = y’. Applying the claim again, from 
(3) it follows that aPy = crp’y, i.e. p = p’. Hence none of the conditions involved 
in Theorem 3.2;~) can be violated. 
It is important to note that LLP(k) grammars properly include LL(k) ones. 
Moreover, LL languages are prcqerly contained in LLP languages. 
* Example 5.1. Consider the grammar G = ({S, A, B}, {a, (‘1, c}., P, S) with productions 
S+aA, A-,aAb, A+b, 
S+aB, B + a&, B + Ic. 
G is a strict deterministic grammar (hence LLPQQ)) under strict partition qr = 
C(S), {A, B}, (a, b, c}}, and we have 
L(C;)={a”b”+a”c”]n~1}. 
However, for any k a0 there is no LL(k) grammar generating L(G) (cf. [lF] for 
the proof). 
The concept of an LR(k) grammar was designed by ISnut’s!. 2123 TV characterize 
the largest natural class of grammars parsable deterministically by scanning the 
input string from left@ right with lookahead of length k. In this context, our next 
result might seem intuitively clear. In fact, its proof 1s “oy no means trivial. 
. Let G = (N, 27, P, S) be a reduced LLP(k) grammar, 11: M. Theta s 
is an LR(k) grtzmmar. 
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sroof. First we need to convert the derivations mentioned in the LR(k) definition 
into a more convenient form. The assertion given below represent 8the principal 
theorem that ensures the canonical LR(k) parsing algorithm will wo -k. 
Claim 1. G is LR(k) iff S ++ S is impossible and for all A, A’E VP w, w’ c T*, a, 
d, &, pi, /32, pi, y E V*, where neither /I32 nor & are in NV*, if 
then either 
(i) Jmth &, pi are in TV*, or 
(ii) &=F;=Aand (A+&)=(A’+~). 
Proof of the claim. Cf. [5, Theorem 3.61. 
Now assume that S ++ S. By Theorem 4.1 this is impossible. Next let us consider 
the derivations mentioned in Claim 1, namely, let us turn our attention to the 
leftmost paths in the derivation trees corresponding to these derivations (see 
Fig. 3). Clearly th.ere are some n, m 3 0, Ai E N, yi, Si E V”, 1 G i d n, and A: E N, 
r:,S:~V*,l~i~m,suchthatA,=A,A:,=A’andforA~=Ab=Swehave 
4 0 2 
Fig. 3. 
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De :ine ‘yn+l = &, rh+l= pi. We now show that the LLP(k) property ensures the 
decomposition of the word y to be unique.’ 
Claim2. n=:mands;i=yi, l<i:sn+l. 
Proof of the c&&n. First we prove that yj = 7: for all i such that 16 i s min(n, m) t 1. 
Assume for ,the sake of contradiction that this is not the case, let 1 be the smallest 
integer such that yj f r;_ Thus one of the words ‘yi, 75 must be a proper prefix of 
the other. Without loss of generality we may assume ri = y&Z for some X E V, 
6 f V*. Define 
S =$c” zX6A;S; * l l S’l +* 2X6/3’, 
FIRSTk (pd:i . l l &) A FIRST&‘) # 8, 
for some p 2 0, z E Jr* such that 71 l l l yj 3’ Z, 
(5) 
(6) 
Therefor,e we have 
Since G is LLP(k), there is !dome admissible weak partition v of the set M,<(G). 
Consider the first part of derivations (5). By Lemma 3.1 we know that A, E N 
implies X E N. From (6) it follows that there are u, x E T*’ such that 
U EFIRST~(~~ . l l aI), 
Applying Lemma 3.1 again, we ;-et (Aj, u) = (X, x)1. However, this contradicts 
Lemma 4.1 because we have Aj =%+ X&p. 
to symmetry we can assume n s m in t&e remainder of the proof. Thus 
for 1 s i s n + I. Assume for the sake of coz&;adiction  < m. Consequently 
Eorn+2~i~m+l,zndwecanwrite 
assertion of the claim is closely related to the Left Part Theorem [ll] and especially to [S, 
Lemma 7.33 that deal in a similar manner with strict determintstic grammars. 
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for pg11yle t 2 0, v E T* such that yl l l * yn =$ v. From Theorem 3.2(c) we obtain 
that AL+1 E N implies & E NV* which is the final contradiction of tae claim. 
By virtue of Claim 2 we know that 
s ,[” v_zi,s, * ’ l 8, =$L up&s, l l l 61, 
s *;I_+, v&&3:, - ’ l s; =q_ up&s’n ’ l l s’l, 
FIRSTk(fi2S, l - w &)nFIRST@#, . l 9 S’l)#@. 
Since neither ,82 nor /3$ are in NV*, Theorem 3.2(c) implies that either both 82, 
/3$ are. in ?“V* or we have j32 = pi =A andA=A’. Wealreadyknowthat&=&. 
Thus by Claim 1) C; is LR(k), 
Note that LLP1&) grammars form a proper subset of LR(k) ones since there 
exist left recursive LR(k) grammars. By Theorem 4.1, no such grammar can be 
LLP( k ). 
The results describing the position of LLP(k) grammars amnng other determinis- 






Fig. 4. Hierarchy of deterministic grammars (k 3 1). An arrow means a proper inclusion. 
Finally, we investigate a restricted class of LLP(k) grammars very useful 
ch,aracterizing LLP Ilanguages. 
Definitiion 5.3. L&t 13 = (N’, T, 7, S) be a CFG. G is said to be inCi Greibach Normal 
Ewm I’f3N’F for short) iff P c N x “l”N# i.e. any production in P has the form A + sac 
where A E NC, a E T, cy E N*. 
The following result was claimed in [ 141 withohrc arigorous .proof. It is an excellent 
example of the fact fhat a particular form of a grammar may force it to possess 
highly important properulzs. 
’ Some authors allow GNF grammars to have P z IV Y TV*. Our definition is then referred to as 
Gzibach Standard Form. 
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Theorem 5.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced CFG in G&F, k 2 0. Ihe grammar 
G is LLP(k> ifit is LR(R). 
f. (onc’y if) Cf. Theorem 5.2. 
(if) Assume G to be LR(k). We shall show that any parse set R E CGi;G, k) 
satisfies Definition 2.2. Without loss of generality we can’ assume7 R # U., R f 
GOTO(&, S). Let (A, u), (A’, u’) E Mk(G), cy, a’, @, ,6’ E V* and suppose that 
(A + a.@, u), (A’+ a’$‘, u’) E R. 
l3y Lemma 2.2 we have Q! = cy’. We claim that 
S +$ ‘YAW, (k) w = u, 
S +; yA’w’, (klWt I =u 
for some YE V*, w, W’E T*. Let Ro, . . . , R, be 2 creating sequence for R. The 
argument is an induction on n. 
Basis: n = I. Then R = CALL(Ro, U) for some v E T*k, A =A’= S, u =‘: u’= A 
and S =+g S. 
Induction step : n > I. Assume that the claim is true for all parse sets’ with creating 
sequences of length rc - 1. 
Case 1. R, = GC?TO(R,+ X) for some X E V. Then a! = aJ for some cy1 E V* 
and we ha,:le 
(A + c+Xp, u), (A’+ cyl.Xp!, u’) E R,,+ 
Thus the claim follows from the induction hypothesis. 
Case 2. R, = CALL(R ‘,_lr 21) for some tl E T*k. Then c~i = ,I(, and thlsre are (B, z), 
{B’, r’)&&(G), &, Si, 62, S$ E V* such that 
(B -+SI.ASZ, t), (B’+ 6’,.A’&, t’) E Rpl, 
u E FIRST&z) and u’ E FIRST&j&z’). 
Again Lemma 2.2 implies &= S’,. By the induction hypothesis we have 
S *I; yBw1, s*w1+. w, (k) ‘W = u, 
S& yB’w;, &w', =$$w', WW’ =U I ? 
for some w, w’, ~1, w\ E T*, y E V*. Consequently we can write 
S *x 713‘~ =h yCStASaw1 =%i $lAw, 
s =3; yB’w\ +R y&A’S$w\ +g y&A’w’. 
This compIetesthe proof of the claim. 
’ Recall OUT convention V. = ((S’+ .S, A)}. 
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Now assume that 
FIRSTk (8~) ‘7 FIRSTk (p’u’) # 8. 
To show that none of the conditions (i), (ii) and. (iii) in Definitior + 2.2 is violated 
three cases must be considered. 
Case 1. One of the words /3, fi’ is in 77V*. Since G is in GNF, v*e obtain cy = A. 
Heme both /3, /%’ are in l7V*‘. 
C$Z,W 2. One of the words @, 0 is in N’. Due to symmetry we can assume 
/3 = B,& for some B EN, p1 E N*. Usin,g the GNIF property of G we get Q! E llV* 
and p’ E N*. Assume for the sake of contradiction that p’ = A. By our claim we 
can write 
S +; YAW =SR yaBplw, 5: +; yA’w’ -r’R yaw', 
?Cf f FIRST&3&w) 
for sort W, V/ E T*., y E V”= Therefore we have Bp1 ==+g v ftr some v E T’ such 
that (k+# : ‘D (k) VW. Let us consider the last step in this derivation. Since G is in GNF, 
there is B’EN and there exists a factorization vlav2 of the word v where vl, 
VIE T”, a E T such that 
By the LB(k)-ness of G we conclude that lg(y~) =lg(y~la) which is clearly a 
contradiction. 
Case 3. p = /3’ = A. Then ~3 = u’ and by applying our claim we can write 
S -& yA w ~-3~ yaw, S +; yA' w’ =h yaw’, 
for some yE V*, w, IV’ E T* such that ‘?v = ‘%s’. Since G is LRi[k) we obtain 
(/~+cx)=(~L~‘+w). Mience .cl. =14’. 
By virtue of results [15] (or, alternatively [6]), for any LR(R) grammar (k 3 1, 
there exists an LR(4) grammar in GNF such that the languages generated by these 
grammars ldifEer at r..rost by (_ I}. 
lCo:rollary !5.1. For K .a I the classes of i,R(rt) and LLP(K) languages coinci&. 
5.2, FOB k 2 1 the classes of l,LP(,k) lmguages form no proper hierarchy 
all of them being equstl to the jkmily of deterministic ontext-free langmges. 
It shoul,d be mentioned that there exists a more direct way of obtaining this 
result (cf. also [3]” l By [NJ, for any Werministic context-free language L and a 
convenient endmarker $, the language Z,$ is an LLP(0) language. Following 111, 
Lemma 6.11 it is pos:sible to remove the: endmarker. A straightforward argument 
On LLP(k) grammars and languages 175 
shows that the obtbined grammar is LLP(l). We do not formalize that metho 
because we prefer presenting proofs which have not been known till new (like 
Theorem 5.3) over parallelling known ones. 
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